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Lack of an Attention Bias Away From Relatively Negative Faces in
Dysphoria Is Not Related to Biased Emotion Identification
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Eye-tracking-based attention research has consistently

shown a lack of a normative attentional bias away from

dysphoric face stimuli in depression, characterizing the

attention system of non-depressed individuals. However,

this more equal attention allocation pattern could also be

related to biased emotion identification, namely, an incli-

nation of depressed individuals to attribute negative emo-

tions to non-negative stimuli when processing mood-

congruent stimuli. Here, we examined emotion identifica-

tion as a possible mechanism associated with attention

allocation when processing emotional faces in depression.

Attention allocation and emotion identification of partici-

pants with high (HD; n = 30) and low (LD; n = 30) levels

of depression symptoms were assessed using two corre-

sponding tasks previously shown to yield significant find-

ings in depression, using the same face stimuli (sad,

happy, and neutral faces) across both tasks. We examined

group differences on each task and possible between-task

associations. Results showed that while LD participants

dwelled longer on relatively positive faces compared with

relatively negative faces on the attention allocation task,

HD participants showed no such bias, dwelling equally

on both. Trait anxiety did not affect these results. No
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group differences were noted for emotion identification,

and no between-task associations emerged. Present results

suggest that depression is characterized by a lack of a gen-

eral attention bias toward relatively positive faces over rel-

atively negative faces, which is not related to a

corresponding bias in emotion identification.

Keywords: depression; attention allocation; attention bias; emo-

tion identification; eye-tracking

COGNITIVE MODELS OF DEPRESSION assert that biased
attention to emotional information in one’s sur-
roundings contributes to the onset, maintenance,
and recurrence of the disorder (for theoretical
reviews see Gotlib & Joormann, 2010; LeMoult
& Gotlib, 2019). Specifically, two attentional
biases have been proposed as playing key roles in
depression; the first characterized by prioritizing
negative-valence information over positive or neu-
tral information (Dalgleish & Watts, 1990; De
Raedt & Koster, 2010; Koster et al., 2011;
Peckham et al., 2010), and the second by a lack
of a normative attentional preference for
positive-valence information (i.e., a lack of a pos-
itive or “protective” bias), which is typical of non-
depressed individuals (e.g., Bodenschatz et al.,
2019; Duque & Vázquez, 2015; Klawohn et al.,
2020; Shane & Peterson, 2007). These two biases
have been initially established in early attentional
studies using first-generation reaction-time (RT)-
based tasks (e.g., for a systematic review and
meta-analysis see Peckham et al., 2010), with
more advanced eye-tracking-based research fur-
ther elucidating these biases, showing them to
manifest mainly in sustained attention (i.e.,
increased attention maintenance on dysphoric
images/sad faces and decreased attention mainte-
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nance on positive images/happy faces), and less so
in the early processes of attention orienting or vig-
ilance (for systematic reviews and meta-analyses
see Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012; Suslow et al.,
2020).

While extant eye-tracking attentional research
in depression has greatly advanced our knowledge
of attention processes in depression, two main
concerns still remain. First, most studies have uti-
lized small stimulus set sizes, ranging from one
to a maximum of four stimuli presented at once
(e.g., out of 16 studies reviewed by Suslow et al.
(2020), 15 used four or less stimuli, with
Lazarov et al. (2018) being the only exception;
see Procedure below). Examining attention alloca-
tion patterns when faced with more complex
visual displays of multiple competing emotional
stimuli is needed to increase the generalizability
of observed attention biases beyond these small
set sizes (Ferrari et al., 2016; Lazarov et al.,
2016; Lazarov et al., 2018; Lazarov et al., 2019;
Mogoas�e et al., 2014; Price et al., 2016;
Richards et al., 2014). Second, while improved
psychometrics have been noted for eye-tracking-
based research of attention (Chong & Meyer,
2020; Sears et al., 2019; Skinner et al., 2018;
Waechter et al., 2014; Wermes et al., 2017),
research in depression has mostly overlooked the
psychometric properties of tasks and measures
used (cf. Klawohn et al., 2020; Lazarov et al.,
2018; Sanchez et al., 2017), which is essential to
inspire confidence in obtained results (Lilienfeld
& Strother, 2020; McNally, 2019; Parsons et al.,
2019; Skinner et al., 2018; Waechter et al., 2014).

A previous eye-tracking study in depression has
tried to address these limitations (Lazarov et al.,
2018). Students with high and low levels of depres-
FIGURE 1 An example of a single matrix for (a) the sad-happy block
from (Klawohn et al., 2020); and (c) the neutral-happy block taken from
comprises a separate area of interest (AOI).
sion symptoms, as well as treatment-seeking
patients with major depressive disorder (MDD),
freely viewed two blocks of 30 face matrices, each
comprised of eight sad and eight happy faces (see
Figure 1a for an example) presented for 6000
ms. Total dwell time on sad and happy stimuli,
respectively (i.e., the accumulative time spent fix-
ating on each predefined area of interest; AOI),
was explored. Internal consistency and 1-week
test-retest reliability were evaluated. Results
showed that while nondepressed participants
exhibited an attention allocation pattern favoring
happy over sad faces, depressed participants (both
students with high levels of depression symptoms
and patients with MDD) showed no attentional
preference, dwelling more equally on both AOIs.
Internal consistency and test-retest reliability for
the total dwell time measure were adequate. In a
more recent study, 50 patients with a current
depressive disorder and 31 never-depressed control
participants performed a modified version of the
task with two counterbalanced blocks; one con-
trasting sad and neutral faces (S-N block) and
the other contrasting neutral and happy faces (N-
H block; see Figure 1b and c for corresponding
examples). Results showed that while groups did
not differ on attention allocation in the N-H
block, control participants dwelled significantly
longer on neutral compared to sad faces on the
S-N block, a relative attentional bias not evident
in depressed participants that dwelled more
equally on both AOIs (Klawohn et al., 2020).
Again, good-to-excellent internal consistency was
found. Taken together, these two studies suggest
that the attentional system of nondepressed indi-
viduals is biased away from sad stimuli, a bias that
is absent in depressed individuals, implicating
, taken from Lazarov et al. (2018); (b) the sad-neutral block taken
(Klawohn et al., 2020). In each block each type of emotional faces
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negative-related attention allocation as the pre-
dominant alteration in the attentional system of
depressed individuals (Klawohn et al., 2020).

Cognitive models of depression (Beck, 1976;
Mathews & MacLeod, 2005), as well as mood
congruency depression models (Blanchette &
Richards, 2010; Bower, 1981; Mayer et al.,
1992), also implicate negative biased interpreta-
tions or response biases when processing mood-
congruent stimuli, suggesting that depressed indi-
viduals are more prone to attribute negative emo-
tions to nonnegative stimuli. Indeed, various
studies have shown that depressed individuals tend
to evaluate neutral, happy, or ambiguous facial
expressions as more sad or less happy compared
with healthy individuals, making more sad-prone
misclassification errors (Gollan et al., 2008;
Leppänen et al., 2004; Van Vleet et al., 2019; for
a reviews see Bourke et al., 2010; Foland-Ross &
Gotlib, 2012), and to require significantly greater
emotional intensity of presented (morphed) happy
faces, compared with nondepressed participants,
to correctly identify or label them as being of pos-
itive valence (e.g., Joormann et al., 2010;
Joormann & Gotlib, 2006; LeMoult et al., 2009;
Surguladze et al., 2004). From this perspective,
one could argue that the relatively equal time
depressed participants spend dwelling on the dif-
ferent emotional faces (e.g., sad and neutral faces;
Klawohn et al., 2020) is not truly reflective of an
equal attention allocation to differently perceived
emotional stimuli, but rather is the result of
attributing negative emotions to the nonnegative
faces, reducing the differentiation between the
two face types. Put differently, if one is more prone
to attribute negative emotions to nonnegative
stimuli, less clearly differentiating between them,
then a corresponding “less biased,” or more equal,
attention allocation pattern is to be expected.

To address this latter possibility experimentally,
in the present study participants with high and low
levels of depression symptoms completed an atten-
tion allocation task and an emotion identification
task, using the same face stimuli across both tasks.
Attention allocation was assessed via the Matrix
task described above, comprised of three different
blocks included in the two above-reviewed studies,
namely, the S-H block used in Lazarov et al.
(2018) and the S-N and N-H blocks used in
Klawohn et al. (2020). Emotion identification
was assessed using an Emotion Matcher task
which examines participants’ ability to distinguish
pairs of faces (of different individuals) expressing
the same or different emotions (Van Vleet et al.,
2019). In each trial participants are presented with
two faces, each being either sad, happy, or neutral,
and are then required to indicate whether they
show the same facial expression (e.g., both show-
ing sad expressions), or different expressions
(e.g., one showing a sad expression and one a neu-
tral expression). Emotion identification is quanti-
fied via accuracy scores (i.e., sum of correct
responses). Especially relevant to the aims of the
present study, this task has shown accuracy scores
to be negatively correlated with depression levels
when needing to differentiate sad and neutral faces
(S-N pair type; Van Vleet et al., 2019), thereby
echoing the performance of depressed participants
on the S-N block in the study of Klawohn et al.
(2020). In line with the above-reviewed research,
we expected that participants with low levels of
depression symptoms would dwell longer on neu-
tral faces over sad faces in the S-N block, and on
happy faces over sad faces in the S-H block, while
participants with high levels of depression symp-
toms would show less of a bias. We predicted both
groups to dwell longer on happy faces relative to
neutral faces on the N-H block. We also explored
possible associations between attention allocation
on the Matrix task and indices of emotion identi-
fication on the Emotion Matcher task across the
three conditions shared by both tasks (i.e., sad-
happy, sad-neutral, and neutral-happy). We rea-
soned that if a nonbiased attention allocation pat-
tern is indeed related to a corresponding deficiency
in emotion identification, then a decreased ability
to differentiate emotional faces on a specific pair
type on the Emotion Matcher should be associated
with a less biased attention allocation pattern
(more equally dwelling on both AOIs) when view-
ing the same emotional contrast on the Matrix
task.

Methods

participants

Three hundred and thirty-seven first-year students
were screened using the Patient Health
Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9; Kroenke et al., 2001)
at the beginning of the academic year. Students
scoring at top and bottom of the PHQ-9 distribu-
tion were then contacted over the phone and
offered to participate in the study for course credit.
Student scoring at the top of the PHQ-9 distribu-
tion comprised the high dysphoric (HD) group,
contingent on having a cutoff score of 10 as an
inclusion criterion. This score was chosen as it is
considered the clinical cutoff for a diagnostic sta-
tus of moderate depression (Kroenke et al.,
2001), with adequate balance between sensitivity
and specificity when used as an MDD diagnostic
tool (Manea et al., 2012). Thus, this cutoff score
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enabled as the enrollment of participants that most
closely resemble the clinical population of interest.
Only those scoring above the cutoff score also on
the day of their participation, held several weeks
following the initial screening, were deemed eligi-
ble for the study. The low dysphoric (LD) group
consisted of those who scored at the bottom of
the sampling pool, reflecting minimal depression.
Potential participants scoring above 9 on their par-
ticipation day were excluded. The final sample
included 60 participants (Mage = 23.12 years,
SD = 1.62, range = 20–27 years; 12 men; all
white): Thirty in the HD group (Mage = 23.00
years, SD = 1.44, range = 20–26 years; 6 men)
and 30 in the LD group (Mage = 23.25 years,
SD = 1.82, range = 20–27 years; 6 men). Two LD
participants were excluded from analyses due to
technical difficulties related to the eye-tracking
apparatus during their session (i.e., no data were
recorded) resulting in a group of 28 LD partici-
pants (for a total of 58 study participants). All par-
ticipants provided informed consent and received
course credit for participation.

The study protocol was approved by the
Research Ethics Council of Tel Aviv University
and participants provided written informed con-
sent. We only invited participants with normal or
corrected-to normal vision, excluding usage of
multi-focal eyewear to prevent eye-tracking cali-
bration difficulties.

measures

Depression
Depression levels were measured using the PHQ-9
(Kroenke et al., 2001), a 9-item self-report ques-
tionnaire evaluating symptoms of MDD based on
the criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Man-
ual of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013). Each single item corresponds
to one of the nine symptoms of depression, rated
in relation to the previous two weeks. Responses
range from “Not at all” (0) to “Nearly every day”
(3). Item scores are summed for a total score rang-
ing from 0 to 27. The PHQ-9 has good validity,
test–retest reliability, and internal consistency
(Kroenke et al., 2001). Cronbach’s alpha in the
present sample was 0.89.

Trait Anxiety
Trait anxiety was measured using the Trait sub-
scale of the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-
T; Spielberger et al., 1983). The STAI-T consists
of 20 items relating to general anxious moods,
each rated on a 4-point scale ranging from “not
at all” (1) to “very much” (4). Item scores are
summed for a total score ranging from 20 to 80.
The STAI-Trait subscale has good internal consis-
tency (ranging from .86 to .92) and high test–retest
stability (ranging from .73 to .86), and acceptable
convergent and discriminant validity (Spielberger
et al., 1983; Speilberger & Vagg, 1984). Cron-
bach’s alpha of the STAI-T in the current sample
was .95.

� The attention allocation task (i.e., the Matrix
task)
Attention allocation was assessed using a well-
established free-viewing task with adequate psy-
chometric properties in different psychopatholo-
gies (Abend et al., 2021; Chong & Meyer, 2020;
Klawohn et al., 2020; Lazarov et al., 2016;
Lazarov et al., 2017; Lazarov, Suarez-Jimenez,
et al., 2021), including depression (Klawohn
et al., 2020; Lazarov et al., 2018), adapted for
the current study. The task was designed and exe-
cuted using the Experiment Builder software (ver-
sion 2.1.140; SR Research Ltd., Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada).

The Matrix task comprised of three separate
blocks, each focusing on a different emotional con-
trast, identical to those used in the previous studies
implementing this task in depression (Klawohn
et al., 2020; Lazarov et al., 2018). Specifically,
one block consisted of sad and happy facial
expressions (the S-H block), one of sad and neutral
expressions (the S-N block), and one of neutral
and happy expressions (the N-H block). Blocks
were delivered in a counterbalanced manner across
participants in each group. For the S-H block,
color photographs of eight males and eight female
actors, each contributing a sad and a happy facial
expression, were taken from the NimStim Stimulus
Set (Tottenham et al., 2009). For each of the S-N
and N-H blocks, color photographs of eight male
and eight female actors, each contributing an emo-
tional (sad, happy) and a neutral facial expression,
were taken from the Karolinska Directed Emo-
tional Faces database (KDEF; Lundqvist et al.,
1998). Overall, different actors appeared in each
of the three blocks. Blocks consisted of 30 different
4-by-4 face matrices. Each individual face
extended 225-by-225 pixels, including a 10-pixel
white margin frame, for an overall size of 900-
by-900 pixels (see Figure 1 for a matrix example
of each block). Each single face appeared ran-
domly at any position on the matrix while ensur-
ing that: (a) each actor appeared only once in a
matrix; (b) each matrix contained eight male and
eight female faces; and (c) half the faces were of
each emotional contrast, a ratio that was also kept
for the four inner faces of the matrix. Each single
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facial expression had the same appearance preva-
lence within the block, that is, each facial expres-
sion appeared exactly 15 times per block.

Each trial began with a centrally presented
fixation-cross mandating a 1-second fixation for
the next display to appear. Then the matrix
appeared for 6 seconds, followed by a 2-second
inter-trial-interval. Participants were instructed to
look freely at the matrix until it disappeared. A
2-minute break was introduced between blocks
to reduce fatigue. Each block was preceded by a
5-point eye-tracking calibration and a 5-point val-
idation procedure. The task/block did not ensue
unless a visual deviation below 0.5� was achieved
for each point on both the X and Y axes.

Apparatus. Eye-tracking data were collected and
recorded using the remote head-free high-speed
EyeLink Portable-Duo apparatus and the Experi-
ment Builder software (SR-research, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada). Participants were seated
approximately 700 mm away from the screen.
Real-time monocular eye-tracking data were
recorded continuously throughout the task at
500 Hz, with a 1920 � 1080-pixel display
resolution.

Eye-tracking measures. Eye-tracking data were
processed using EyeLink Data Viewer software,
version 3.1.246 (SR-research, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada). Fixations were defined as at least 100
ms of stable fixation within 1-degree visual angle.
For each presented matrix we defined two AOIs,
one for each emotional contrast. Specifically, sad
and happy AOIs for the S-H block, sad and neutral
AOIs for the S-N block, and neutral and happy
AOIs for the N-H block. Total dwell time per
AOI was calculated by aggregating dwell time on
each AOI across the 30 matrices of the block.
For correlational analyses with measures of the
Emotion Matcher task (see Data Analysis) we first
calculated for each block a measure of attention
allocation proportion by computing percent dwell
time (DT%) of the relatively negative AOI in each
block (i.e., the sad AOI in the S-H block, the sad
AOI in the S-N block, and the neutral AOI in
the N-H block) out of the total dwell time on both
AOIs in the respected block (Lazarov et al., 2016,
2018, 2017; Lazarov, Suarez-Jimenez, et al.,
2021). Next, to reflect the extent to which this
attention allocation measure deviated from unbi-
ased attention allocation (equally dwelling on both
AOIs; 50%), we computed a deviation score by
computing the difference from 0.5 in absolute
value. Internal consistency for total dwell time
on relatively negative faces, total dwell time on rel-
atively positive faces, and the percentage of total
dwell time on relatively negative faces (out of total
dwell time spent on both types of faces) were
acceptable, with Cronbach’s alphas of .75, .93,
and .87, respectively.

� The emotion identification task (i.e., the Emotion
Matcher task)
Assessment of emotion identification followed
closely the original procedure of the Emotion
Matcher task (Van Vleet et al., 2019), using the
same face stimuli from the Matrix task. We
adapted the original task using a web based appli-
cation developed specifically for this study in Java-
Script on top of Node.js (14.16.0), designed in
“Visual Studio Code (Microsoft Ltd)”.

As in the original study, the task included 48 tri-
als in total. Each trial began with a centered fixa-
tion cross of 500 ms, followed by the
presentation of two faces, each showing a neutral,
happy, or sad expression, for additional 750 ms.
Following the presentation of the face pair, partic-
ipants were asked to indicate whether the two
faces displayed the same emotion, by pressing a
corresponding “yes” button, or two different emo-
tions, by pressing a corresponding “no” button.
Response buttons remained on the screen until a
response was made (they were disabled during
faces presentation). Next, an inter-trial-interval
of 1750 ms was introduced.

Each face pair presented in each trial belonged
to one of the following 6 potential pair options:
sad-happy, sad-neutral, neutral-happy, sad-sad,
neutral-neutral, and happy-happy. Each of these
6 pair options appeared in 8 trials out of the 48 tri-
als of the task. The order of trials was randomized
per participant such that different participants
received different trial orders. As in total 32 sad
faces, 32 happy faces, and 32 neutral faces were
used in the matrix task, and as the Emotion
Matcher necessitates 96 single faces (two faces
per trial, 48 trials), each single face from the
Matrix task appeared once in the emotion matcher
task, while ensuring that none of the pairs included
two faces of the same actor. Single faces were 282-
by-282 pixels in size.

Measures. Emotion identification was assessed
based on accuracy scores (Van Vleet et al.,
2019). Specifically, for each of the 6 pair types
we totaled participants’ number of correct
responses, with the total score reflecting emotional
differentiation. As each pair type was assessed in 8
trials, scores ranged from 0 to 8 per pair type, and
0 to 48 in total, with higher scores indicating bet-
ter emotional differentiation. In line with the orig-
inal study of Van Vleet et al. (2019), we also
explored the time elapsing from the presentation
of the two faces to the button press (i.e., reaction
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time) as possibly indicating difficulty in differenti-
ating the emotional expressions of the presented
faces. Specifically, for each of the 6 pair types we
averaged participants’ reaction times across the 8
relevant trials.

procedure

Participants were tested individually in a small and
quiet room at the university. After signing
informed consent, they completed the two tasks.
Task order was counterbalanced across partici-
pants within each group to eliminate task order
effects—specifically, within each group half of
the participants completed the Matrix task first
followed by the Emotion Matcher task, while for
the other half task order was reversed (i.e., the
Emotion Matcher first, followed by the Matrix
task). A 10-minute break was introduced between
tasks.

Prior to the Matrix task participants were
seated in front of the eye-tracking monitor and
told that during this task they would be presented
with different matrices of faces, appearing one
after the other. They were also informed that
before the appearance of each matrix a fixation
cross will appear at the center of the screen, on
which they should fixate their gaze to make the
matrix itself appear. They were then presented
with a demonstration of this contingency. Partici-
pants were asked to look freely at each matrix in
any way they chose until it disappeared.

Prior to the Emotion Matcher task participants
were told that during this task they would be pre-
sented with two faces, one next to the other, for a
brief duration, and that each face would be either
a sad, happy, or neutral face. They were also
informed that their task is to indicate whether
the two presented faces were of the same emotion
or of two different emotions by pressing on two
corresponding computer keys (i.e., the “yes” and
“no” buttons), and were asked to respond as accu-
rately and quickly as possible. Following this gen-
eral explanation, participants completed two
practice trials, one with two faces of the same
emotion (i.e., a “yes” trial) and one of two differ-
ent emotions (i.e., a “no” trial), using faces not
included in any of the tasks, and were given feed-
back as to their performance on each trial. Follow-
ing the practice trials, the actual task began as
described above, during which no feedback was
given.

Following the completion of both tasks, partic-
ipants filled out the PHQ-9 and STAI-T question-
naires. All participants were then thanked for
participation and debriefed.
data analysis

As the present study aimed to explore emotion
identification as a possible underlying factor asso-
ciated with group differences in attention alloca-
tion, we powered our study to detect a group-by-
AOI interaction on the Matrix task using a 2-
tailed a = .05, with 0.90 power, and an effect size
of g2p = .11, an effect size estimate derived from

previous studies using the same task in depression
(Klawohn et al., 2020; Lazarov et al., 2018). This
resulted in a required sample of 56 participants,
for a minimum of 28 participants per group. We
decided to recruit a minimum of 30 participants
per group as a precaution. Power analysis was per-
formed using G*Power 3.1.9.4 (Faul et al., 2007).

Independent sample t-tests compared between
groups on age, PHQ-9 and STAI-T scores, and
chi-square tests compared groups on gender ratio.
For the Matrix task, we examined group differ-
ences on total dwell time by performing a two-
by-three-by-two mixed-model ANOVA with
group (HD, LD) as a between-subjects factor,
and block (S-H, S-N, N-H) and AOI (relatively
negative, relatively positive; per block) as within-
subject factors. In line with previous studies using
the Matrix task (Lazarov et al., 2016; Lazarov,
Basel, et al., 2021; Lazarov et al., 2018; Lazarov,
Suarez-Jimenez, et al., 2021), reliability was
assessed for the three variants of the total dwell
time measure—namely, dwell time on each AOI
and the percentage of dwell time on the relatively
negative AOI out of total dwell time on both AOIs
(% dwell time). Internal consistency was examined
using Cronbach’s alpha while treating each trial
(i.e., each matrix) as a single item. For the Emotion
Matcher task, we examined group differences on
accuracy scores and RTs by performing a two-
by-six mixed-model ANOVA with group (HD,
LD) as a between-subjects factor, and pair type
(S-H, S-N, N-H, S-S, N-N, H-H) as a within-
subject factor. As our analysis indicated group dif-
ferences on trait anxiety, we performed analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) for significant findings
entering STAI-T scores as a covariate to the above
described analyses. Finally, to explore possible
associations between performance on the two
tasks, we computed Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients between the attention allocation deviation
score and accuracy scores.

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS
(IBM; version 27.0) and were 2-sided, using a of
0.05. Effect sizes are reported using g2p values for

ANOVAs and Cohen’s d for mean comparisons.
Bonferroni correction was applied to multiple
comparisons.



Table 1
Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of the Two Groups

LD group (n = 28) HD group (n = 30)

Measure M SD M SD

PHQ-9 4.04a 2.25 14.86b 3.53

STAI-Trait 35.89a 6.73 56.3b 9.58

Age 23.25a 1.82 23.00a 1.44

Gender ratio (M:W) 6:22a – 6:24a –

Race (% White) 100 – 100 –

Note. Different superscripts signify differences between groups at p < .001. Same superscripts signify differences between groups at

p > .56. LD, low dysphoric; HD, high dysphoric; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire-9; STAI-Trait, State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-Trait

subscale.
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Results

data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are
openly available in Open Science Foundation
(OSF) at https://osf.io/qvuhj/?view_only = 781e544
04d834ed9a327d8e4cf42f253.

demographic and clinical
characteristics

Demographic and clinical characteristics are
described in Table 1. As expected, significant
group differences emerged for PHQ-9 depression
scores, t(56) = 13.82, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 3.66,
and STAI-T trait anxiety scores, t(56) = 9.32,
p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.46. No group differences
were noted for age, t(56) = .58, p = .56, or gender
ratio, v2(1) = .02, p = .89.

experimental tasks

On the Matrix task, the omnibus Group -
� Block � AOI interaction was not significant, F
(1, 56) = .50, p = .82. However, a significant
Group � AOI emerged, F(1, 56) = 9.57, p = .003,
g2p = .15, indicating differential dwell time patterns

of the two groups for the two AOIs across blocks.
We therefore collapsed across the three blocks for
the remaining analyses by computing a total dwell
time for a relatively negative AOI (aggregating
total dwell time on sad faces in the S-H block,
sad faces in the S-N block, and neutral faces in
the N-H block) and for a relatively positive AOI
(aggregating total dwell time on happy faces in
the S-H block, neutral faces in the S-N block,
and happy faces in the N-H block; see Figure 22).
Follow-up simple effects analyses showed that the
LD group spent significantly more time fixating on
the relatively positive AOI (Mseconds = 231.71,
SD = 24.86), compared with the relatively negative
2 See Supplementary Material Figure S1 for data broken by block
(S-H, S-N, N-H)
AOI (Mseconds = 204.86, SD = 21.20), t(27) = 3.25,
p = .003, Cohen’s d = 1.16, reflecting an attention
allocation pattern favoring relatively positive over
relatively negative stimuli. Conversely, the HD
group dwelled more equally on the relatively pos-
itive AOI (Mseconds = 210.38, SD = 22.63) and the
relatively negative AOI (Mseconds = 211.37,
SD = 15.13), t(29) = 0.25, p = .81, reflecting a rel-
ative equal attention allocation pattern. The
group-by-AOI interaction effect remained signifi-
cant after entering STAI-T trait anxiety scores as
a covariate, F(1,55) = 8.68, p = .005, g2p = .14.

In the Emotion Matcher task a non-significant
Group � Pair type interaction was noted for accu-
racy scores, F(1, 56) = .01, p = .91, as well as a
nonsignificant main effect of group, F(1, 56)
= 1.01, p = .32, indicating similar performance
patterns of the two groups across all pair types
(see Figure 3). Repeating this analysis after redefin-
ing Pair type to include only the three pair types
with contrasting emotions (i.e., the S-H, S-N,
and N-H pair types) did not change the patterns
of results, namely, F(1, 56) = .01, p = .97, for
Group � Pair type interaction, and F(1, 56)
= .26, p = .61, for the main effect of group. No sig-
nificant correlations emerged between deviation
scores on the Matrix task and accuracy scores on
the Emotion Matcher task for any of the shared
condition (i.e., the S-H, S-N, and N-H conditions),
across participants and within groups, with
observed correlation coefficients ranging from
r = .03 (for the S-N condition within the LD
group) to r = .30 (for the N-H condition in the
LD group), all p’s > .16. This was also true after
collapsing across blocks in the Matrix task (i.e.,
computing deviation score for the relative negative
AOI) and across pair type in the Emotion Matcher
(computing a total accuracy score for all 6 pair
types as well as for only the three pair types of con-
trasting emotions), with correlation coefficients
ranging from r = .003 (for the three pair types
across participants) to r = .19 (for the six pair

https://osf.io/qvuhj/?view_only%e2%80%af=%e2%80%af781e54404d834ed9a327d8e4cf42f253
https://osf.io/qvuhj/?view_only%e2%80%af=%e2%80%af781e54404d834ed9a327d8e4cf42f253
https://osf.io/qvuhj/?view_only%e2%80%af=%e2%80%af781e54404d834ed9a327d8e4cf42f253
https://osf.io/qvuhj/?view_only%e2%80%af=%e2%80%af781e54404d834ed9a327d8e4cf42f253


FIGURE 2 Total dwell time (in seconds) by Area of interest (AOI) and Group. Higher values indicate higher mean dwell time. Error bars
denote standard error of the mean. Note. HD, high dysphoric; LD, low dysphoric.

FIGURE 3 Accuracy scores by Pair type and Group. Higher values indicate higher accuracy scores. Error bars denote standard error of
the mean. Note. HD, high dysphoric; LD, low dysphoric.
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types in the HD group), all p’s > .62. As accuracy
scores were relatively high in both groups (see Fig-
ure 3), insufficient inter-individual variability may
have limited our ability to detect possible associa-
tions with attention allocation on the Matrix task.
Hence, we also explored Reaction Time (RT; the
time elapsing from the presentation of the two
faces to the button press) as possibly indicating dif-
ficulty in differentiating the emotional expressions
of the presented faces. Similar to accuracy scores, a
nonsignificant Group � Pair type interaction, F(1,
56) = .63, p = .43, emerged (see Figure 4), also
when redefining Pair type as including only those
with contrasting emotions, F(1, 56) = .001,
p = .97. Exploring associations with deviation
scores on the Matrix task also revealed no signifi-
cant correlations. For the shared conditions, across
participants and within groups, observed correla-
tion coefficients ranged from r = �.003 (for the
S-N condition within the HD group) to r = �.32
(for the S-H condition in the LD group), all
p’s > .27. This was also true after collapsing across



FIGURE 4 Reaction time by Pair type and Group. Higher values indicate longer reaction times. Error bars denote standard error of the
mean. Note. HD, high dysphoric; LD, low dysphoric.
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blocks and across pair type (computing an average
RT for all 6 pair types and for the three contrast-
ing emotions pair types). Here correlation coeffi-
cients ranged from r = .05 (for the six pair types
in the HD group) to r = �.13 (for the six pair types
in the LD group), all p’s > .76.

Discussion
The present study examined emotion identification
as a possible mechanism associated with attention
allocation to face stimuli in depression. Perfor-
mance of participants with high and low levels of
depression symptoms was compared on two tasks
previously yielding significant results in depression
(Klawohn et al., 2020; Lazarov et al., 2018; Van
Vleet et al., 2019) – an attention allocation task
(i.e., the Matrix task) and an emotion identifica-
tion task (i.e., the Emotion Matcher task) – incor-
porating the same stimuli across both tasks.
Performance on these two tasks was then corre-
lated to examine possible associations between
them. Results showed that while participants with
low levels of depression symptoms spent more
time fixating on relatively positive faces compared
with relatively negative faces, participants with
high levels of depression symptoms dwelled
equally on both. No group differences were noted
for emotion identification accuracy scores, and no
associations emerged between performance indices
on the two tasks.

The equal attention allocation of HD partici-
pants on the Matrix task, or lack of a normative
bias away from negative cues characterizing LD
participants, is in line with previous research in
depression using the same paradigm (Klawohn
et al., 2020; Lazarov et al., 2018), as well as other
tasks and measures (Duque & Vázquez, 2015;
Gotlib et al., 1988; Lu et al., 2017; McCabe &
Gotlib, 1995; McCabe, Gotlib, & Martin, 2000).
It is also in accordance with research on the atten-
tional aspects of well-being showing well-being to
be associated with increased attention allocation
to positive stimuli among healthy participants
(Blanco & Vazquez, 2021; Sanchez & Vazquez,
2014). Interestingly, as each presented matrix
comprised the same number of faces of each type
(a 50% ratio), this equal distribution of attention
shown by participants with high depression symp-
toms mirrors the actual division of information in
their environment, reflecting a more “accurate” or
“realistic” attention allocation pattern.

The present study did not find evidence for per-
formance differences between the three used
blocks, suggesting a general bias toward relatively
positive stimuli over relatively negative stimuli in
healthy individuals. This results pattern suggesting
a general bias (or lack of) across different emo-
tional contrasts is in line with previous studies
using different versions of the Matrix task in
which different emotional blocks were incorpo-
rated (Abend et al., 2021; Lazarov, Suarez-
Jimenez, et al., 2021). Current and previous find-
ings may suggest that it is less the valence of a
specific stimulus that affects attention allocation,
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but rather its relative valence in relation to co-
presented stimuli, that is, it is the less negative/-
more positive cue to which healthy individuals
allocate more of their attention. Using a neutral
face as an example, it may be considered relatively
negative when presented with a happy face, but
relatively positive when presented with a sad face.
This suggested perspective of face valence as rela-
tive, rather than absolute, is in line with classic
theories of emotion perception which assert that
the judgment of the valence of a specific facial
expression is not determined exclusively by its
physical features, but is also dependent on the con-
text in which it is presented, namely, how it com-
pares with other co-presented facial expressions
(Brosch et al., 2010; Russell & Fehr, 1987).

The Emotion Matcher task yielded no signifi-
cant findings on any of the examined pair types,
suggesting no group differences on emotion identi-
fication. These findings are in contrast with a pre-
vious study using the same task that showed
discrimination accuracy to be inversely correlated
with depression scores on the S-N pair type, such
that as severity of depression increased, accuracy
decreased (Van Vleet et al., 2019). Two main
methodological differences may explain this diver-
gence in results. First, while here we recruited par-
ticipants with high and low levels of depression
symptoms based on an established cutoff score,
the sample used in the original study was a rela-
tively small convenience sample of nonselected
participants that provided self-reported levels of
depression symptoms as part of their participation,
with depression scores not being used as an inclu-
sion/exclusion criterion. Second, unlike the origi-
nal study in which the entire study procedure
(i.e., questionnaires and tasks) was delivered remo-
tely on a mobile device, here the task was delivered
in more controlled laboratory setting. Several con-
cerns regarding the data quality of online
psychological-related research have been raised,
which may also apply here. These include, among
others, sample biases reducing generalizability, less
control and monitoring over the data-collection
setting lowering reliability, and participant drop-
out (Hewson, 2003; Kraut et al., 2004).

No between-task associations emerged for any
of the shared conditions, across participants and
within groups, nor did they emerge after collapsing
across blocks and pair types, which is not surpris-
ing given the lack of group differences on the Emo-
tion Matcher task. Thus, taken together, current
findings suggest that the equal attention allocation
of HD participants to relatively negative and rela-
tively positive faces is not related to a correspond-
ing deficiency in accurately identifying the emotion
of the relatively positive face, which would have
led to corresponding difficulties in differentiating
the two. Put differently, depressed individuals allo-
cated an equal amount of attention to two well-
differentiated emotional cues. This suggestion is
in line with several explanations of depression-
related biases in attention allocation that assume
intact emotional identification, such as conceptual-
izing increased dwell time on dysphoric stimuli as
the attentional manifestation of rumination
(Donaldson et al., 2007; Koster et al., 2011;
Sanchez-Lopez et al., 2019; Sanchez & Vazquez
et al., 2013) or as a more mood congruent atten-
tion allocation pattern (Bradley et al., 1997;
Koster et al., 2010), and referring to attention allo-
cation patterns of depressed individuals as reflect-
ing a an attention allocation pattern that mirrors
the actual division of presented stimuli (Lazarov
et al., 2018; Matthews & Antes, 1992).

Notwithstanding the above-stated conclusion, it
should be noted that emotion identification was
assessed here using the same face stimuli used in
the Matrix task (i.e., the KDEF and NimStim data-
sets)—face stimuli of clear valence and strong
intensity. While using the same face stimuli across
both tasks enabled us to explore our main hypoth-
esis, it may have, at the same time, precluded us
from finding group differences in emotion identifi-
cation which may only arise when participants are
presented with more ambiguous or vague emo-
tional facial expressions. Indeed, some studies
have shown that depressed individuals perform
fairly well when needing to identify or label clear
face stimuli of high emotion intensity, but struggle
when presented with less intensive face stimuli
(Joormann et al., 2010; Joormann & Gotlib,
2006; LeMoult et al., 2009; Surguladze et al.,
2004). Thus, using more ambiguous or less intense
face stimuli on the Emotion Matcher task may
have yielded group differences on emotion identifi-
cation. While in the present study emotion identi-
fication was not related to attention allocation,
this may be the case only when using this type of
stimuli. Future research could attempt and use less
intense face stimuli across both tasks to explore
this possibility.

This study has several limitations. First, partici-
pants were individuals with high and low levels of
depression symptoms, not clinically diagnosed for
depression. Still, we used a PHQ-9 cutoff score of
10, assessed twice to verify score stability, as an
inclusion criterion, a score that is considered a reli-
able cutoff for moderate depression (Kroenke
et al., 2001), also demonstrating an adequate bal-
ance between sensitivity and specificity (Manea
et al., 2012). In addition, the two tasks used here
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have each shown relevant results in depression
using nonclinical samples, similar to the one used
in the present study (Lazarov et al., 2018; Van
Vleet et al., 2019). Still, future studies should repli-
cate the present one among patients with clinically
diagnosed MDD. Second, the present study
included a homogeneous sample of White
Hebrew-speaking Israeli participants, limiting the
generalizability of obtained results. Future
research should replicate the present study across
different cultures/nationalities to address this limi-
tation. Relatedly, as most face stimuli were chosen
from the KDEF database, only White actors were
used in the task, which may have different effects
on the attention allocation of White and Black
participants (Dickter & Bartholow, 2007). While
in the present study all participants were White,
future research should rectify this shortcoming
by using more racially diverse face stimuli such
as those included in the NimStim set of facial
expressions (Tottenham et al., 2009). Third, in
light of the study’s main goal, we powered our
study to detect group differences on the Matrix
task, which may have precluded our ability to
detect group differences on the Emotion Matcher
task. Future research employing a larger sample
size or basing power analysis on the Emotion
Matcher task could address this limitation. Fourth,
in line with the previous studies that used the
Matrix and the Emotion Matcher tasks in depres-
sion, we also chose to include sad, happy, and neu-
tral facial expressions, thereby limiting emergent
findings to these specific emotions and possible
emotional contrasts. Future research using the
Matrix task should incorporate additional emo-
tional expressions (e.g., anger, disgust, fear) and
possible emotional contrasts (e.g., anger-neutral,
disgust-happy, fear-happy and more) to explore
the specificity of the suggested lack of a general
bias toward relatively positive stimuli over rela-
tively negative stimuli in depression to the emo-
tions used here. Similarly, the task in its current
version could be used in other psychopathologies
to determine the specificity of observed findings
to depression.

From a clinical perspective, current findings
may have some implications for extant procedures
of attention bias modification therapy (ABMT) for
depression, designed to divert participants’ atten-
tion away from dysphoric stimuli, as most have
yielded inconsistent results (for reviews see
Cristea et al., 2015; Hallion & Ruscio, 2011;
Jones & Sharpe, 2017). Specifically, current find-
ings encourage the use of different emotional con-
trasts during ABMT training for depression (e.g.,
using sad vs happy, sad vs neutral, and neutral vs
happy contrasts), rather than focusing on a specific
emotional contrast (e.g., contrasting only sad vs
happy faces) as done in most ABMT procedures.
This may in turn increase the near-transfer gener-
alization effects of training which are necessary
for the clinical efficacy of ABMT (Hertel &
Mathews, 2011). Interestingly, this suggestion is
in line with a recent ABMT trial in depression that
compared gaze-contingent music reward therapy
(GC-MRT), designed to divert patients’ gaze
toward positive over sad stimuli, to a control con-
dition of gaze-noncontingent music, which showed
that while GC-MRT produced a greater reduction
in dwell-time on sad faces, compared to the con-
trol condition, both groups showed similar depres-
sion levels at posttreatment. Importantly, this lack
of group difference in symptom reduction was
attributed to the failure of the effects of GCMRT
to generalize to novel faces not shown during
treatment (Shamai-Leshem et al., 2020). Based
on present results, future research could explore
the generalization effects of a similar GC-MRT
procedure whilst using multiple types of contrast-
ing emotional faces during training, and possibly
the ensuing therapeutic value of such a procedure.
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